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Abstract—This paper characterises flow around a circular 

cylinder and investigates the potential of a non-smooth surface to 

reduce air resistance in a Reynolds number range between 

Red = 8.09∙104 and Red = 2.02∙105. The two- and three-

dimensional numerical simulations were performed using a 

steady-state solution and the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes 

(RANS) approaches. Three different mesh designs and four 

turbulence models with various treatments were assessed and 

compared against experimental data. A total of 26 uneven 

preparations in the two-dimensional analysis and two riblet 

structures in the three-dimensional analysis were designed to 

investigate the effect of drag reduction. The results reported hold 

the potential of uneven structures to reduce the air resistance in 

the case of a circular cylinder. This research further 

demonstrates that engineering applications can benefit from 

mimicking nature’s details and functions. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

The rising price of fossil fuels, economic restrictions and 
advanced engineering applications are the major reasons why 
engineers and scientists are more interested in methods to 
improve the aerodynamic behaviour of moving objects. 
Passive flow methods like a change in the surface structure are 
considered to be an influencing aspect of the aerodynamic 
behaviour. 

Living organisms were able to invent almost perfect 
structures [1] shaped by their ongoing interaction with nature 
[2]. Surfaces which exhibit advanced structures and materials, 
as well as sophisticated chemical properties, have evolved [2]. 
Zhao et al. [3] and Chen et al. [4] investigated the bio-
replication mimicking shark skin and drag reduction ability in 
water (drag reduction of 12% to 18.6%) while Dou et al. [5] 
analysed the drag reduction using irregularly distributed 
microscale caves imitated from fish scales (drag reduction of 
10%). Bechert and Hage [6] explored the flow direction 
aligned riblets mimicking shark skin about the influence of 
stiffness as well as the alignment of ribs and determined the 
most useful characteristic with aligned scales and a hard 
stiffness. Bechert et al. [7] focused on clarifying the optimal 
proportion of the height to spacing between streamwise 
aligned riblets. Conscientious experiments have determined 
that the optimal height is half the distance between the ribs 
(h = 0.50∙s) [7].  

Furthermore, various flow direction aligned uneven 
structures were analysed by Bechert et al. [7] (blade-shaped 
riblets and riblets with triangular cross-section), El-Samni 
et al. [8] (blade-shaped riblets), Xu et al. [9] (riblets with 
triangular cross-section), Martin and Bhushan [10] 
(continuous blade, sawtooth and scalloped riblets) and Tian et 
al. [11] (riblets, convex dome and dimple concave shapes on a 
body of revolution). A drag reduction up to 11.6% was 
obtained. Dean and Bhushan [12] and Bixler and Bhushan 
[13] experimentally investigated the internal flow behaviour 
using streamwise aligned uneven structures in a rectangular 
duct. Bogdanovic-Jovanovic [14] experimentally and 
numerically investigated in the aerodynamic influence of golf 
ball dimples on a sphere in various flow regimes while 
Chowdhury et al. [15] experimentally investigated the drag 
reduction using different dimple sizes on a sphere. 

Zhang et al. [16] numerically studied flow past a circular 
cylinder with uneven structures in the form of polygonal and 
ridged modification around the circumference, as well as 
designs with wavy and o-ringed geometries, for a Reynolds 
number of Re = 5000. It was observed that circumferential 
preparations failed to reduce drag due to a low Reynolds 
number.  

Cui and Fu [17] numerically studied crosswise to the flow 
direction aligned bionic structures with the shape of placoid-
shaped grooves inspired from shark skin, V-shaped grooves 
mimicked from the wing of jaegers, riblet-shaped grooves 
adapted from the skin of seals and ridge-shaped grooves like 
on the outside surface of shells. Simulations were performed 
with water as fluid and all models achieved a drag reduction. 

With the development of increasing computer power, CFD 
is becoming a preferred tool used to design, analyse and 
optimise fluid interactions. The direct numerical simulation 
(DNS) and the large eddy simulation (LES) are the most 
accurate approaches for turbulent flows [18]. However, the 
Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) approach is the 
most used solving model for practical engineering problems 
due to the limited requirements in computational power [18]. 

The purpose of this investigation has been to characterise 
the flow around a circular cylinder and to compare a smooth 
surface against a non-smooth surface with uneven 
preparations to assess a drag reducing potential. 
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II.    NUMERICAL SETUP  

Numerical simulations were carried out using the software 
code ANSYS Workbench R17.0 Academic. The design of the 
numerical domain was developed according to spatial 
conditions from the wind tunnel experiment with the length of 
1000 mm and height as well as length of 450 mm respectively.  

Simulations were performed using a pressure-based solver. 
Operation conditions were specified according to the wind 
tunnel experiment. Furthermore, no slip shear condition was 
selected for walls. Pressure-velocity coupling was defined 
performing the SIMPLE scheme. Spatial discretisation was 
specified with pressure as second order, momentum as second 
order upwind and turbulent kinetic energy as well as turbulent 
dissipation rate as first order upwind. All numerical 
simulations were conducted with convergence absolute criteria 
where the equations residual values are lower than 10−3. 

A. Two-dimensional Modelling 

Three meshing designs (Fig. 2) were investigated for 
determining the most accurate approach: structured multiblock 
(quadrilateral elements), unstructured (triangular elements and 
inflation layer) and hybrid (quadrilateral and triangular 
elements).  

Four different turbulence models with various treatments 
were assessed with respect to validate simulation values 
against experimental data: k-epsilon and k-omega, 
Transitional k-kl-omega and Transition SST. A total of 87 
simulations were compared. 

In order to analyse flow over a non-smooth surface, 26 two
-dimensional designs were created. Uneven structures with 
triangular and semi-circular geometries in elevating and 
hollowing shapes were designed. In addition, the number of 
evenly distributed elements around the circular body (n = 80, 
n = 160 and n = 240) and the size of the geometries 
(h = 0.5 mm and h = 0.25 mm) varied in the different designs. 
In addition, the characteristic geometry of a golf ball dimple, 
as detailed in Bogdanovic-Javonovic et al. [14] was applied in 
a further uneven design. 

A. Three-dimensional Modelling 

An unstructured design with pure tetrahedral elements was 
defined. The generated mesh for the smooth circular cylinder 
did not exceed 450∙103 mesh elements while in the case of the 
riblet structures the number of mesh elements was just below 
10∙106. The k-epsilon model with enhanced wall treatments 
was defined for all three-dimensional simulations.  

Fig. 1. Schematic of the two-dimensional numerical domain. 

Fig. 2. The two-dimensional meshes generated: (a) structured multiblock 
mesh design, (b) close-up view of structured multiblock mesh, (c) unstruc-

tured mesh design, (d) close-up view of unstructured mesh, (e) hybrid mesh 

design, (f) close-up view of hybrid mesh. 
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Two uneven structures were designed for the three-
dimensional analysis of air resistance reduction using 
streamwise aligned riblets. The design of the three-
dimensional geometry was defined as elevating equilateral 
triangles with an interior angle of 30 degrees. Furthermore, the 
relation of h = 0.5∙s suggested by Bechert et al. [7] was 
considered.  

III.  EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

A subsonic wind tunnel at Wrexham Glyndwr University 
was used for the experimental research (Fig. 4). Each setup 
was examined three times and average values were formed to 
reduce inaccuracy. One measurement of pressure coefficient 
was taken every 10 degrees of rotational angle. Ambient 
conditions were frequently measured during the experiment. 

The pressure distribution around a smooth cylindrical body 
was conducted in five flow cases resulting in a Reynolds 

number range of Red = 8.09∙104 to Red = 2.02∙105. Values 
were calculated as:  

         (1) 

with ρ as density, u as the free stream velocity, d as the 
diameter of the circular body and µ as the dynamic viscosity.  

Red

u d



 


Fig. 3. Mesh generated of the three-dimensional numerical domain . 

Fig. 5. Comparison of the two-dimensional non-smooth surfaces against the 
smooth surface. Drag as a function of the Reynolds number. C: circular;  

T: triangular; G: golf ball; H: hollow; E: elevation; S: small. 

Design Height (h) 

[mm] 

Interior Angle 

[degrees] 

Lateral Space (s) 

[mm] 

Riblet A 0.5 30 1 

Riblet B 0.5 30 1.27 

TABLE I. DETAILS OF THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL RIBLET DESIGNS. 

Fig. 5. Pressure coefficient around the circular body for Red=2.02∙105: (a) 
design THS2, (b) design G. T: triangular; G: golf ball; H: hollow; S: small. 

(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 4. Subsonic wind tunnel for the experimental research. 
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

A. Two-dimensional Analysis  

Mesh designs and solving models. The most congruent 
results in comparison with experimental data with an overall 
average deviation below 2.5% were obtained by using the 
standard k-epsilon model with scalable near-wall treatment 
and the hybrid mesh. Final meshes were generated not 
exceeding 200,000 cells. 

The study of the flow around a circular cylinder in the 
Reynolds number range of Red = 8.09∙104 to Red = 2.02∙105  

using a steady-state solution and the RANS approach support 
the ability to predict values of good agreement with 
experimental data. However, the pressure distribution was not 
accurately represented, in particular the prediction at the 
trailing part of the cylinder (90° < θ < 180°). The predicted 
drag, on the other hand, agreed well with experimentally 
obtained values. 

Analysis of non-smooth surfaces. Non-smooth surface 
designs were assessed about the ability to reduce drag for 
Red = 2.02∙105 in three main comparisons: the shape of the 
geometry, the size of the geometry and the number of uneven 

(a) 

(c) 

(e) 

(b) 

(d) 

(f) 

Fig. 7. Velocity contours for flow case E (Red = 2.02∙105): (a) smooth geometry, 
(b) close-up view of smooth geometry, (c) design THS2, (d) close-up view of design THS2, (e) design 

G, (f) close-up view of design G, (g) velocity legend. T: triangular; G: golf ball; H: hollow; S: small. . 
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elements distributed. Circular geometries achieved in most of 
the simulations lower drag values than triangular geometries. 
Similar, hollow designs showed generally a higher reduction 
in drag than elevating designs. Structures with small elevating 
geometries show in comparison with designs of larger 
elevating geometries a higher drag reduction. On the other 
hand, the performance of small and large hollow structures 
showed a dependency of the space between the uneven 
elements. Moreover, elevating designs achieved the lowest 
drag values with the highest number of uneven elements while 
hollow designs performed superior with the lowest number of 
uneven elements. 

Drag values of non-smooth surfaces are compared against 
values of the smooth surface in Fig. 5. The reduction in drag 
as a consequence of non-smooth structures which trigger 
turbulence and therefore shift the drag crisis, i.e. the minimum 
coefficient of drag to a lower Reynolds number range was 
observed. It was observed that crosswise to the free stream 
aligned riblets and golf ball similar structures were able of 
reducing the average drag force up to 12.45% within the 
Reynolds number range defined. Values of drag reduction 
were calculated as follow: 

      (2) 

where Fs is drag for the smooth surface and Fn is drag for the 
non-smooth surface. Positive values indicate a reduction in 
drag while negative values indicate an increase in drag force 
for uneven structures. 

Fig. 6 shows the pressure coefficient of non-smooth 
surfaces in comparison with a smooth surface. The shift of the 
minimal turning point to higher degrees and the displacement 
of the minimum pressure region to higher angles in the cases 
of uneven structures indicates a later separation of the 
boundary layer. Moreover, the lower magnitude of the 
minimum pressure value for the prepared uneven designs 
reveals a smaller separated region behind the circular body. 

100%s n

s

F F
reduction

F


 

Fig. 7 illustrates the velocity magnitude of the flow around 
the circular body for Red = 2.02∙105. Obviously, the flow at 
some distance around the circular body interferes with the 
wall boundaries. The smaller wake region with a higher 
velocity magnitude confirms the lower drag value and the 
transition to a turbulent boundary layer. Furthermore, it was 
observed that the flow on the surface around the cylinder 
separates at the leading edge of an indentation and is drawn 
down into the hollow shape before it reattaches at the trailing 
edge of the indentation. Therefore, the flow between the 
indentations along the circular body accelerates and triggers 
the transition from laminar to turbulent. As a consequence, the 
separation of the boundary layer delays and causes a reduction 
in drag force. In the case of elevations, the reduction of drag 
force was observed to be similar, with the difference being 
that the acceleration of the flow occurs as a result of the 
elevations directly at the geometry rather than between the 
geometries. This phenomenon of flow separation was also 
observed by Bogdanovic-Javonovic et al. [14] in the specific 
case of a three-dimensional golf ball. 

B. Three-dimensional Analysis  

The values of the three-dimensional simulation show very 
good agreement (average deviation below 0.5%) in the 
comparison with the results experimentally obtained. Design 
Riblet A and Riblet B perform at low Reynolds numbers 
almost equal while in the range of higher Reynolds numbers, 
the design Riblet B outperforms design Riblet A. The design 
Riblet A which was dimensioned according to the relation of 
h = 0.5 s showed an average drag reduction of 8.41% while 
design Riblet B with a relation of h ≈ 0.4 s achieved an even 
higher average drag reduction of 14.7%.  

V. CONCLUSION 

The key results of this investigation are summarised as 
follows. 

 The crosswise aligned non-smooth surfaces in the 
configuration with semi-circular indentations generally 
achieved a higher drag reduction than triangular and 
elevating structures. However, a non-smooth surface 
with small triangular indentations was determined as 
optimized structure for the Reynolds number defined. 

 It was observed that the velocity is reduced in the near-
wall region of the non-smooth surface and that small 
vortices were generated within the structure cavities.  

 Non-Smooth surface structures trigger turbulence and 
delay the boundary layer separation. As a consequence, 
a reduction in drag merges. 

 Two-dimensional non-smooth structures designed 
achieved a drag reduction up to an average reduction of 
12.45% while the from shark skin adapted three-
dimensional riblet structures achieved a drag reduction 
up to 14.7%. 

 The results presented corroborate the beneficial 
contribution of non-smooth surfaces to the 
aerodynamic behaviour of flow around a circular 

Fig. 8. Comparison of the three-dimensional riblet designs against the smooth 
surface. Drag as a function of the Reynolds number. 
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cylinder. Geometries and structures determined show 
specific improvements in the drag reduction and 
therefore provide the opportunity of designing 
structures with the potential to lower the air resistance. 
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